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CSCTF Improvements in 2012 

L1 Trigger TC+DPG meeting, 02 February 2012 

By Anna Kropivnitskaya    
on behalf of CSCTF group: 

D. Acosta, A. Adair, G.P. Di Giovanni, J. Hugon, M. Fisher, I. Furic, 
 J. Gartner, A. Kropivnitskaya, A. Madorsky, M. Matveev,  

P. Padley, L. Redjimi, B. Scurlock, L. Uvarov 

● Firmware and PTLUTs changes 
● Final Proposal for GMT optimization in CSC region 



✓  Trigger: HLT_L1SingleMuOpen or HLT_L1SignleMu10 
✓  CMSSW_4_2_8_patch6 with official Prompt Analysis code: /UserCode/L1TriggerDPG/ 
✓  Commissioning data 2011 
                                                 /Commissioning/Run2011A-PromptReco-v6     
                                                 /Commissioning/Run2011B-PromptReco-v1                 
✓  Good Vertex + no scrapping  
✓  Use only global muon which pass standard tight muon selection: 
         - Track numberOfValidTrackerHits > 10 
         - GlobalTrack norm. χ2 < 10 
         - GlobalTrack numberOfValidMuonHits > 0 
         - Track numberOfValidPixelHits > 0 
         - GlobalTrack numberOfMatchedStations > 1 
         - innerTrack dB < 0.2   
      and  matching with csctf tracks with:  
         dr = sqrt{dη2 + dϕ2} < 0.1 

Problems: 
For some reason PromtReco v1, v4, v5 are not accessible at CAF crab ??? 

CSCTF Efficiency Study 
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CSCTF Quality definition 
Tight definition Q_CSCTF_tight: 
Quality definition till May, 10 2011:  <- this definition is used here for efficiency curves 

  - Overlap DT-CSC region: 
    Quality 3: any 2 or 3 station track with DT stub (mode 11, 12, 14 ) 
    Quality 1: for ¦eta¦ <1.2 any other tracks  
    no Quality 2 in this region 

  - CSC region ¦eta¦ > 1.2: 
    Quality 3: any 3 station track with ME1 (mode 2, 3, 4)  
    Quality 2: any 2 station track with ME1 (mode 6, 7, 13) 
    Quality 1: any other tracks (mode 1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 15)  

Loose definition Q_CSCTF_loose: 
Quality definition after May, 10 2011 

   - Overlap DT-CSC stay the same without changes 

   - CSC region ¦eta¦> 1.2 changes: 
     Quality 3: 3 station tracks without ME1 are added (mode 5)  
     Quality 2: 2 station tracks without ME1 at ¦eta¦: 1.6-1.8 are added (mode 8, 9, 10) 

We are consider possibility to return Quality = 2 to the tight definition in the 2012 
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Firmware and PTLUTs changes 
1.    Firmware changing: make non-linear  Δϕ12 and Δϕ23 for 2 and 3 
        station tracks without DT stubs 
2.     PTLUTs changing:  
        - max Likelihood 
        - non-linear  Δϕ12 and Δϕ23 for 2 and 3 station tracks with ME1 (without DT stubs) 
3.    Add Δη info to any 2 station tracks (without DT): 
       - 2 station track with ME1: 
           now we have  Δϕ23 (CLCT pattern) ‒ 4 bits 
           -> CLCT ‒ 1 bit:    if(CLCT = 8, 9, 10) -> 1 
                                       otherwise                 -> 0 
                Δη ‒ 3 bits -> eta window could be up to 7 (1 unit = 0.0125) 
                                      we even could consider possibility  
                                      to roll back eta window cut to 6 (now 4 -> 0.05) 
         - 2 station track without ME1: 
            now Δϕ12 ‒ 12 bits 
            -> Δϕ12 ‒ 9 bits, Δη ‒ 3 bits       

✓ Code now in C++ version only -> firmware in process of preparation ( expect middle Feb.)  
✓ Vasile about new CSCTF emulator:  
    - submit it to 52X which is the development release: dead line is not defined yet 
    - If 50X/51X will go on Tier-0 and online, he will ask the backporting from 52X 
✓ New PTLUT2012: significant drop in rate, more then 40% in CSC region 

Bobby and Alex 
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New PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 

Improvements: PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 for Quality_CSCTF_tight = 3 
Significant suppress contribution of low pT track to high pT rate 
in overlap CSC&DT region  
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New PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 

Improvements: PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 for Quality_CSCTF_tight = 3 
Efficiency curves are falling down faster before threshold 
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New PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 

Improvements: PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 for Quality_CSCTF_tight = 2 
More details at Back Up slides: 
-  Significant improvements in resolution in Quality = 2 & 3 tracks 
-  Need some tuning for 2 station tracks without ME1   
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Rate comparison: PTLUT2012_v3 vs  PTLUT2011 

Rate is presented for L1SingleMu trigger 
In CSC region only (¦η¦> 0.9) 
 on the GMT level with “byRank” optimization 
with different PTLUTs  
and different Quality_CSCTF definitions   

Significant suppression in rate: 
 ✓ ̃30-40% with new PTLUT2012v3 
 ✓ ̃50-60% with new PTLUT2012v3 and tight Quality_CSCTF = 2 (stop  triggering with 
   2 station tracks without ME1 at ¦η¦ = 1.6-1.8 -> loose ̃1% at ¦η¦ = 1.2-2.1, 
   See talks at TSG 28.04.2011: https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=136792 
   slide 8,9) 



9 Significant suppression in rate with PTLUT2012v3 

Rate comparison: PTLUT2012_v3 vs  PTLUT2011 
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✓ Use medium or loose definition of CSCTF Quality in 2012: 

                                 PTLUT2011        PTLUT2012v3     
                                 2011                    2012a     2012b 
   Quality = 3             loose                   loose       loose 
   Quality = 2             loose                   tight         loose 
   Quality  Definition: loose                   medium   loose  

✓ Final proposal for QMT optimization in 2012: 
   Quality = 3 -> Use CSC pT assignment 
   Quality = 2 & 1 -> Use min pT (CSC, RPC) 

Proposal for CSCTF and GMT for 2012 
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✓ At ¦η¦ > 2.1 we have 3 gain readout at each ME1/1a chamber 

    - pT assignment 2011 uses only information  
      from ϕ bend between stations: Δϕ12 (3 possibility) and Δϕ23 
      find max pT -> large ambiguity 

      We need to resolve this ambiguity using extra information  
      like bend in η between stations: Δη12 
      like ME4 information for 4 station tracks 

    - possible improvement: 

      “1.” Darin: use Δη12 to find correct Δϕ12 (1 possibility) -> could significantly suppress rate 
                                                                                                  version under testing     

      “2.” use pT assignment for 4 station tracks with ME2-ME3-ME4 (now ME1-ME2-ME3)            
            At ¦η¦ > 2.1 resolution is better (using PTLUT2011) for ME2-ME3-ME4  
            then for ME1-ME2-ME3, because we don’t have ϕ ambiguity at ME2 station (see slide 16).     
            -> should test “1.” first and look if method “2.” is still necessary  

High eta region |η|>2.1 
ME1/1a 

Same readout channel 
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✓ We expect significant suppression in the rate with new PTLUT and firmware 

✓ We expect some (possibly significant) improvement  
    in rate suppression at the high eta region ¦η¦ > 2.1 
    Under study. 

✓ Final proposal from CSCTF group for QMT optimization 
    at CSC region in 2012  is presented 

Conclusion 
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Back up 
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Rate for subsystem qualities for different pT merging options  
 ptCut 16GeV, Endcaps 

Karol Buńkowski, CERN, UW,   

L1 TC DPG, 06 October 2011 

By CSC By RPC 

For the quality RPC 0 - CSC 3, if the RPC pt is 
chosen, the rate increase is 10 000 Hz vs the minPt! 

For the quality RPC 0 - CSC 1, if the RPC pt is 
chosen, the rate increase by 400 Hz vs the minPt Rates Scaled to the L=1034 cm-2s-1 

6 December 2011 at GMT meeting 

Min pT Max pT 



ME1/1 view (from CMS IN-2007/024) 

ME1/1a 

•  The 48 strips of ME1/1a are ganged 3:1 in 16 readout channels 

•  e.g. strips 1 (2), 17 (18) and 33 (34) are ganged together into the 1st (2nd) readout channel 

•  In the CSCTF LUTs the φ value is shifted to the middle of the CFEB 

•  We will mistake the φ assignment at most by 1/3 (with the older assignment up to 2/3)  

Same readout channel 

ME11a structure 
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  - Darin: 
eta1 = first station eta 
eta2 = next station eta 
phi1 = first station phi 

phi_shift = 240  // approx 1/3 of a chamber 
eta_shift = 2      // Lorentz angle adjustment 
eta_me11a = 94 // approx boundary in eta between ME11b and ME11a  
eta_pred = eta2 

if ( (eta1 > eta_me11a) && ( eta1 - eta_pred > eta_shift) ) phi1 = phi1 - phi_shift 
if ( (eta1 > eta_me11a) && ( eta_pred - eta1 > eta_shift) ) phi1 = phi1 + phi_shift 

Method looks very promising -> needs to be tested 

High eta region: Possible imporvments 
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ME1-ME2-ME3 vs ME2-ME3-ME4 at |η|>2.1 

Now for 4 stations tracks we use ME1-ME2-ME3 pT assignment: huge contribution of low pT 
If we start use ME2-ME3-ME4 pT assignment for 4 station tracks: significant suppression of low pT 
̃80% 3-4 at pt > 5-10 GeV are mode 2 (ME1-ME2-ME3-(ME4)) 
80% ME1-ME2-ME3-(ME4) tacks are 4 station track 
-> rage of 3-4 station takes could be suppress by ̃2-3 if we start use ME2-ME3-ME4 for 4 station 
    track  
   -> may be not still enough to start again triggering at in in L1SingleMuon 
   -> could it help for L1DoubleMuon trigger? 
Alex told that it easy to implement in firmware 
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New PTLUT2012 |eta| = 1.2-1.6, Quality 3 

Improvement in resolution 



✓  Trigger: HLT_L1SingleMuOpen or HLT_L1SignleMu10 
✓  CMSSW_4_2_8_patch6 with official Promt Analysis code: /UserCode/L1TriggerDPG/ 
✓  Commissioning data 2011 /Commissioning/Run2011A-PromptReco-v5 
                                                 /Commissioning/Run2011A-PromptReco-v6     
                                                 /Commissioning/Run2011B-PromptReco-v1                 
✓  GOODCOLL + Good Vertex + CSC skim 
✓  Use only global muon which pass standard tight muon selection: 
         - Track numberOfValidTrackerHits > 10 
         - GlobalTrack norm. χ2 < 10 
         - GlobalTrack numberOfValidMuonHits > 0 
         - Track numberOfValidPixelHits > 0 
         - GlobalTrack numberOfMatchedStations > 1 
         - innerTrack dB < 0.2   
      and  matching with csctf tracks with:  
         dr = sqrt{dη2 + dϕ2} < 0.1 

✓ Resolution definition 
    if res < 0 -> CSCTF overestimate (possible lost in ε ) 
    if res > 0 -> CSCTF underestimate (contribute to rate) 

€ 

res = pT
global / pT

CSCTF −1
if (res >1) res =1

CSCTF Resolution study 
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GMT Triggering at |eta| = 0.9-1.2 

GMT triggering at SingleMu after September 2011: 

 - Q_GMT = 7: any CSC/RPC tracks -> Q_CSCTF_loose = 1, 2, 3 

  - Q_GMT = 6: unconfirmed CSC candidate (no RPC) if 
                        - Q_CSCTF_loose = 3 
                        - Q_CSCTF_loose = 2 and {¦η¦ < 1.2 (no such tracks at CSCTF) or ¦η¦ = 1.5-1.8} 
                        - Q_CSCTF_loose = 1 and ¦η¦ < 1.3 
  - Q_GMT = 5: any unconfirmed RPC candidate (no CSC) 
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New PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 

Improvements: PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 
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New PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 

Improvements: PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 
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New PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 

Tuning for Quality = 1 should be changed: PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 
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New PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 

Improvements: PTLUT2012_v3 vs PTLUT2011 


